CHAPTER

STRUCTURAL ASPECTS

COLLG

The structure of micells has attracted
renewed attention during the recent years due
to the widespread use of microemulsions
technology

and life science

in
»

The structural information obtained by light,
X-ray or neutron-scattering experiments may
be interpreted using the technique of liquid
state theories.
Light and neutron scattering measure
ments of the static structure factor, S(q),for
aqueous dispersions of charged and uncharged
colloidal particles bear a strong resemblance
to similar studies

of simple

liquids95'105'108'112'120'140'145'221• 228
Furthermore as the concentration of the char
ged macroparticles in solution is increased,
the suspension undergoes a first order solid
to liquid like phase transition in which the

long range order is built up and a colloidal
crystal formed

229

.

This resemblance to

atomic and molecular systems allows the physic
of colloidal dispersions to be understood
through the techniques of statistical mechanic
which probe the fundamental forces acting
between the colloidal particles in solution.
Aqueous dispersions of highly charged
and uncharged colloidal particles exhibit a
considerable amount of shortrange order,
evident in light ~ and neutron-scattering
measurements of their static structure
factor s(q)95,105,120,140,145,227, 228 #
Monte Carlo Simulations 121 and approximate
,,
.
99,120,216,230,231
.......
theories
*
common m liquid
studies, have been successfully applied to
an analysis of the structure of these macro
ion- solutions and uncharged colloidal
dispersions

95, 105,111,112,228,231

Such

studies probe the fundamental forces respon
sible for colloid stability and statistical
mechanical methods have already been used to
examine the conditions for which a disorder
to order phase transition occurs in
colloids

130 132
'
.

However, whereas the

structure of simple fluids is dominated by
short-range repulsive forces macro ion solu
tions are dominated by a strong* long-range
^coulombs interaction.

Few studies have

been made of the structure and phase stability
of dispersions whose particles carry little
or no charge and the Van der waals attractive
forces are of a greater range than the repul
sive forces between the particles.
scattering

'

Light

studies of water-in

oil microemulsions have been analysed only
on an empirical basis and it~is with monodissperse systems of this type that this thesis ■'
is principally concerned.
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It is now well established that main
features of the structure factor are deter
mined by the short range repulsive forces in
simple liquids and liquid metals,- and this
feet has been exploited in the successful
2~i3
perturbation theories of the liquid state ' »

The longer-range part of the potential is
treated as perturbation.
The theory involves a perturbation
'V

treatment based on a hard sphere reference
system with the. long-range interactions
treated in the random phase approxiamtion (RPA)
and mean spherical model approximation (MSMA)0
Modern theories of fluids have been
used by several authors

,xu""#xx#xx

to

explain microemulsion experimental results.
One of the main conclusions of these theories
is that in dense liquids the spatial structure,
which can be represented either by the function
/
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of pair distribution g(r), or by the thermo
dynamic properties, is to a large extent
determined by steric repulsions between close
particles.

The attractive or repulsive

effects are treated as perturbation of hard
spheres.

Vrij "et al consider that the

intermicellar interaction potential can be
expressed as the sum of two terms U-t,r and
rk

U.
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A.

.

The hard sphere contribution to

the osmotic pressure

is described by

the equation of state proposed by Carnahan
and Starling

233

.

Only binary interactions

are considered in the term of perturbation P^.
The total osmetic pressure is P=PJIS + pa *
The 'osraatic pressure due to hard sphere
repulsion can be very accurately represented by
Carnahan Starling
PHS

"P KBT/
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<1

/(1 -'*{) 3

...(4.1)

where
= £ {4lT/3)r3HS

...

(4.2)

To allow for deviations from -the hard
sphere interactions Van der Waals perturbation
potential is used 202 .

It can serniempirically

modeled as
- a e2

(4.3)

and considered'P^g’ and 'a' as adjustable
parameters.

4.1 THEORY
'

Most of the reasonably successful
theoretical attempts to calculate n(r)

for

hard spheres are based on approximations for
the direct correlation function C(r), which
is defined Eq. (l.l).

This equation, for

one component fluids of spherically symmetric
particles, takes the form
h(r) =C(r)

+

dr C(|r - r|)h(r)

..,(4.4)

where h(r) = g(r) -1 and6 the number density
of the

fluid..

,

For the hard sphere fluid

OS

h(r) = -1

r< d

...

(4.5)

Perhaps the most famous closure relation for
Eq. (4,4) is that due to Percus&Yevick
and can be stated in two ways.

*

One is the

approximation that
CpY(r)

r > d

=0

...

Combined with Eq. (4,1) and (4,2),

(4,6)
The

other more general statement is that
CpY(r)

= g(r)

- exp£f&u(r)
r< d

0». (4,7)

This equation has been called
analytically by Wertheim

41

and Thiele

42

.

The analogous equation for multicomponent
hard sphere fluids with additive diameters
was solved by Lebowitz

172

and for a parti

cular example of a binary mixture of hard
spheres with non additive diameters by Ahn
and Lebowitz 234 Q

It gives a qualitatively

correct description of the hard sphere fluid

11G

and it has been used to describe fluids with
short ranged attractive tails, such as square
well, triangular well fluid.

For a Square well, Triangular well >
fluid, the potential can be separated into
attractive and repulsive parts0

The pair

correlation function is derived fox: the purely
repulsive potential and then for the entire
•^potential and observing how the structure
f

changes as the attractive well is added.
From comparison of computer calculations and
reliable theoretical results, one knows that
adding the attractions at high density lowers
the height of the first major peak and shifts
the height of the first-peak to slightly larger
distances.

This is found for both the

Lennara-Jones potential
well fluid

235

.

49,54
f
and the square

Thus attractions tend to

pull nearest neighbours into the middle of

Ill

the attractive well.

In the Pereus~Yevick

approximations# the effect of attractions
is exactly the opposi te at high dens'.ties
?35
namely the first peak tends to get higher'
.
Thus# for high density and low temperature
the Percus-Yevick equation in general,
predicts too high a first peak.

This

has been observed for the square well
2^K

fluid

on

the Lennard-Jones fluid

a model of a liquid metal
v' /

, and

236 .

Percus-Yevick equation is extensively
used for colloidal dispersions.
The mean spherical model approxima
tion (MSM) was originally constructed by
Lebowitz and Percus

48

as a generalization to

continuous fluids of the spherical model for
Ising spin systems# is based on simple appro
ximations for the two-particle distribution

112

function

It is most straight forwardly

applied to fluids.

The mean spherical

approximation provides a linear closure rule
which allows the Ornstein-Zernike equation
to be solved analytically for a number of
cases in which the intermolecular potential
is a purely repulsive hard-core part plus
an attractive tail.

The closure statements

of the MSM are
v#l)

h(r) = - 1 for r<.d where d is the

diameter of hard core and
(2)

C(r) =— j^u(r) for r>d.

Here u(r) is

the attractive part of the potential and

P=

1/KbT

Mean spherical approximation is extended to macro ion

216

and to colloidal

..
IS,11,113-116
dispersions
.

Random phase approximation (PR/-0 is
of limited usefulness but it can be easily
used for the direct correlation function,
C(r) of a monodioperae colloidal dispersion.

In the present investigations, it is
proposed to apply square well, triangular
well and spunre-plus-triangular well potential
tails on perturbation over PY hard sphere
model.

4.1.a

HARD SPHERE POTENTIAL
The hard sphere model is widely used to

..
,. , .
,.
.
108,110,146,237
interpret the lx gnu scattering
and neutron scattering data for ffiieroemulsi,/risA
.
., 216 , , am1irm ' qoo
'' ', diclock copolymer"ooo
mi cel Is
, late;
and geli
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Sarker-Henderson (Bli)46'4^ division of

•the potential is given by Eqs,(3.l).

In order

114

to avoid the necessity of introduction a
perturbation scheme associated with the
softening of the hard core of the inter
particle potential has a hard core of
diameter,d. .

This immediately gives a

reference, potential u0<r> of the

Zovm

47.240*241
u (r)

= OO

r 4s. d
...

=

0

(4.8)

r > d

For a fluid of particles interact
ing through a hard sphere potential plus a
perturbation, the MSM approximation
C(r) = g(r) |jL - exp
= -u(r)^
Here

Ad^r^d...

(4,9)

}\ is the width of either SW or TW .

For hard spheres,74 (r), is zero for
r > d and the hard sphere Petcus-Yevick is
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defined by the following equation

C(r)

=0

r > d ...

(4.10)

Thus the hard sphere PY approximation
can be regarded as the MSM approximation
applied to hard spheres.

Wertheirn equation

for hard sphere potential and their result
can conveniently be written as
C (r) * -[a + b(|) + C (j)^J

...

(4.11)

with

e d3/s

"1

«

a

»

(1 + 2%) 2/ (1-

b

=

-6*>£(1 + 0.5^) 2/(1

c

=

0.5(1 + 2

tt

4

2/ (l-*5!)4

...

(4.12)

The Fourier transforms of direct
correlation function for both hard sphere
plus perturbation potential can be written as
oo
C (q) = f dr exp UJcTj) C (r)
(4.13)

oJ
It is conveniently written as

116

• • •

(4.14)

d.
By using perturbation potential
conditions, the 2nd term of RHS of Eq.(4.14)
can be further truncated.
C, (r) and C (r) are hard sphere
hs
p
potential and perturbation potential corre
lation functions respectively.
.^term of RHS of Eq.
for Chs(q5

Eqs,
term of Eq.

The

1st

(4*14) is represented

*

(4.11) can be inserted in first
(4.14) and the expression is

4-tr,

dr

sin qr 24

.

dr
After a little algebra

9Chs (q)

=

(4.15)

it can be shown that

L-'24X /(qd) 6J

(qd) 3X

(sin qd - qd cos qd)

+ b(qd) 3 X.
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£2

qd sin qd - (q2d2 - 2) cos qd - 2^
+ c £ (4q3d3 - 24qd) sin qd (q^d^ - 12q2d2 + 24)

cos qd + 24^| ...(4.16)

For binary mixtures of hard spheres/
the direct correlation function, C,.(r) is
xj
given in flSM approximatiorf by
C..(r)

=

C..(r)

O^r 4d, .

*3

13

=

-u(r)

d.,^r4^>. d. .
1j

=

0

r ^

^ J-3

h.
XJ

13

d. .

...

.Lj

(4.17)

Here C,.(r) stands for the hard sphere
ij

solution of percus-Yevick equation for binary
liquid mixtures proposed by Lebowitz
later by Baxter

175

.

172

and

The mixed parameters

or unlike parameters may be defined using the
well known Lorentz-Serthelot rules

242

as follows

IjlB

Here d.

\

xJ i 1

stand for hard sphere

1

A

diameter, depth and breadth respectively of
either square well or triangular well used
for species i.

‘The correlation function C 12 (r),
is given by Lebowitz 172 and Baxter 175.
C12(r)

= -A

r4, s = (d2 ~ d^)/

3 “LAl + {B(r - s)2 +4SD(r
-t D(r - s)4J/rJ s<r4 d
r > d.
12

= 0

12
(4.19)

with
s

a

(d2 - d1) /2

(4.20)

(4.21)

't =
oc

*x
dl/d2r

(4.22)
(4.23)

A1

“

+0f3/^2)

—3

g (1 -OC)

(1 + 2<)t1 -

(4 + 4^+ %2)

1 +

V2)

^ +of(l + *^2^ x

+ (1 -U3) -

~2W(l -^) (1 -<r)2J (1 -t)*"4 ...(4.24)

OC3A2=

[(

\

(1 —CC)

+0C^) (4 4- 4^t+ ^2) - 3

(1 —

■+• 2

+ d -%3) oc3 - 3

\

+*^ ”^C(l +**C,)
(1 ■"0C)2oC (1
(i -t)‘

D

= [Hj. Aa +QC3 A2-t,]/2 dj>

B

=

.[3(r+flt)/a2]

[V.a.vJ

.. (4.26)

+

+,^2922] g12
gll =

.. (4.27)

L(1 +^/2) * 3%(oC“ D/fl*
(1 -'ll)”2

g22 *

.. (4.20)
L(1 + ^/2) +f3^i(1 ”cC)/20c}JX

(1 -'’l )“2

...(4.29)

12G

g12 -

£(1 +*t/2) + { 3(1 -OC)
(1 +<*)}][

(H1 -^2)/{2K

(l-'H)’2

... (4.30)

The above constants are defined by
Lebowitz

172

and. Ashcroft and Langreth
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.

For

the sake of convenience and to reduce the
confusion, the original notations, of the
constants are changed.
The Fourier transform of C^Cq)
/

can be

written by using 'the above solutions to represent
Ch .(r) in the region, 0
C12

(q)

r

. as

= [-4tT/q6]£q2^ h± + 2Bd1 + 4Dd2 (d12+2S)J
~24Dd121| q sin qd12+£q2 (2B+12Dd1d2)
-q4| Axd12 + BdJ + Dd3(d12 + 3S)}

T

2

-24DJ cos qd12 + (24D - 12Bq .)
cos Sq -S- 24DSq sin Sqj

...

(4.31)

121

For q = 0, some terms of the RH3 of
Eqs.(4,16) and (4,31) is zero because 'sin'
value is zero.

Hence according to L' Hospitals'

rule, both numerator and denominator are
differentiated till q terms are removed or
cancelled to avoid getting zero value.
Final expressions for single hard sphere
and for mixture of hard spheres can be
written as
6?chs(°)

= -^[sa + SB + 4c]

...

(4,32)

and

1
+

SDdj (3d1 + 5d2) +

« « •

(4.33)
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4.l.b. SQUARE WELL POTENTIAL i
Fairly extensive Monto Carlo and Molecular dynarnices 212
' ' ~^4*x^ results for the square
well potential with

\=1.5 are available.

Square well potential is applied to colloidal
dispersions

.

alSO

75,76,112,113-115 9

The second tern of RHS of Eq. (4.14)
is the direct aorrelation functions, of square
well potential.

; This is represented as C^Cr) .

This is equal to "-u(r)

--£{*>" in the case of

square well potential in the region of d^. r£. dX
as shown in Eq. (4.9).

HereJS =( kg T)

After little algebra the Fourier Transform of
Ct,...(r) can be written as
5w
0Gsw(q)

=f.24t(5£/(qd)3J (sin q\d - q^d
cos q\d + qd cos qd - sin qdj
...

(4.34)

At thermodynamic limit the Eq. (4.34) takes -the
shape of
ecsw(0) -

a

8\i(

X3 - l) (5 . * (4.35)
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4.I.C. TRIANGULAR WELL POTENTIAL :
The results in the above section show
that the representation of the attractive
forces by the square well potential is quite
satisfactory for concentrated particles
dispersions.

There have also been studies

of M3M calculations on liquid sodium
using a potential derived by Shyu
and on argon with either LJ
well tails C55 ,

247

65 ?45
'"

et al

246

or square

So the validity of triangular

well potential has been tested in the frame
work of MSM approximations.

The triangular well potential is
defined as

2 aa

u(r)

= oo

0 4r£d

s

1)

= 0
Prom Eq, (4.9)

(r/xtL-l)

r>Xd

d^r^dX
...

(4,36)
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C(r)

=

-u{r)|3

TO

= -(££)<*/*- l)(r/^a.~ D,^r^ tf>s
» ««# 4 «)
After substituion of Eq«
second term of RHS

(4.37)

in the

of Eq. (4.14), the Fourier

transform of C^(r) can be written as

[-24X£^/£(qd)4 (X - 1)}J x

£ ^TW ^ ^

Jq^d sin q\d + 2 cos q,\d ■

v 2.2
- !(Aq
d - q2.2
d *2)
cos qd -(2 ~N)dq sin

At thermodynamic limit

.. (4.38)

the equs,

(4.38)

takes the shape of

£ CTW (0)

=

2\z§{ £

>? -!• >*

-3)

. . * (4 e 39)
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4.1.d. 5QUARS-PLUS-TRIANGULAR WELL POTENTIAL i
Perturbation theories have received a
lot of attraction, in recent years as a means
of calculating liquid state properties 58 * 59 * 19^
and to interpret the structural information of
colloidal dispersions, obtained by light
scattering experiments

•

a

*

doghdadi

computed the free energy values of fluids -by
using square-plus-Sutherland

249
250
, triangular

and square-plus-triangular potential

251

as

perturbation ever the hard sphere model.
light of all these applications,

In

here the

hard sphere perturbation theory has been applied
to monodisperse colloidal dispersions whose
particles interact through a square plus triangular
well potential.

Further it is interesting to

see how the square-plus-tri anguish well works
within -the frame work of Random phase
approximation (RPA) .

126

The theory involves a perturbation
treatment based on a hard-sphere reference
system with the long range interactions
treated in the random phase approximation
(RPA) for the direct correlation function,
C(r)

0f . monodisperse colloidal dispersions.

Mean spherical model approximation (MSMA)
used in the case of square well, and trian
gular well potential models.
The RPA consists of writting^^

C(r)

=

Chs(r) ~

P

Up^r)

...

A potential function has been proposed
as shown in Pig*^.l) with a hard repulsion
and an attractive well which is a combination
of the square plus triangular well denoted
here after by (STW) is

4

SauAfle

ue.Li. Pot&nt,Ql-

plus

flC,- $■*
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U (r)
p

oo

r < d

- £

d4 r<X

~ £ (r - X2d) ( ^2d “

IT ^

0

=

i

r<^2d

* <• »

( 4 a 4 1)

£ represented the depth of the STW
and the square width is taken asA^d «■ ci}
and the triangular width is as

X2 d - X.j

d

where 1 d1 is the diameter of the particles.

The Fourier transform of the pertur
bation U (r) given by Eq. (4.41) can be perI?
formed# and after a little algebra it can be
shown that
-24 £. %

uSTW(q)

>2 qd sin\, qd

=
( A2 - Ax) (qd)
+ 2 cos

qd + £ qd (

X1 “V*

( A1 qd - 1) -2 3* ^
cos X,qd - qA1d sin A ^qd
r- qd(X_ -A.) (cos qd t sin qd^J
•-»
(4.42)

The Fourier transform of Eq,

C(q) =

(q)

— J^STW^)

(4.40) gives

•**

(4.4-3)

which may be combined with result of Ecu
and Eqs.

(4016)

(4042) to produce an explicit result

for the direct correlation function for

STW.

At thermodynamic limit# the correlation -

function for the CSTV)(q) can be written as

ecSTW(°) -

*2*
+ *^2^ — 4l

••• (4,44)

4.2 Structure and Partial Structure factors
The function# C(q)# depends on the volume
fraction#

# the hard sphere diameter# d# arid

the scattering angle q.

This is related to the

structure factor# S(q), through the usual
Ornstem-Zernike relation

253

1SG

S(q) = 1/

Qi ~£c(q)^

...

(4.45)

Structure factors of colloidal dispersions are reported in literature

144.228
'
6

The

same has been extended to microemulsions and
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)

latex and results

are presented in chapter V.
4,2 a Partial structure Factors;

A binary system is characterised by three

partial structure factors, Su, S22 and S12.
The

243

are related to the pair distribution

function g^Cr), which is proportional to the
probability that a molecule of species ' i’ is at
a distance r from one of the spiecies, j as
S. . (q) « ? , + 4lf (
ij

j{9iJ
where j

(qr)

(r)

6,
1

6.)
J
j Q(qr)dr

(4.46)

is the spherical Bessel function.
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jQ(qr) *3 sin qr/qr

...

(4.47)

The function g^. (r) plays a central role
in understanding physical properties of monato
mic fluid mixtures.

Examples of such proper

ties are configurational thermodynamic function
like internal energy, pressure, isothermal
.. ,,
68,254
compressibility etc '
.
In the usual way one can define the radi
distribution functions,

(r) find the indirect

or total correlation functions
h, . (r) » g. ,(r)

(4.48)

xj
and further the direct correlation functions
.255
by

h. ,(r) « c , , (r)
ij

il

+

■E eJcu(|r- r'|)
h..(r')dr
lj

. (4o 49)
Eq.

(4.49) is the generalised 02 equation and

from the well known properties of the Fourier
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transform of a convolution, it follows that.
h. .(q)
Xj

Cij

+ >1=1,2

Cil(q5 hjl^q)
...

For a binary system Eq.

(4.50)

(4.50) repre

sents four equations; i = 1, j = 1,

hu(<!) = Ci1(q) + ^icn ^
^2C12^h21^

^ +
(4*51)

i = 1, j = 2#
h12tq) = C12(q) +

01C11(q) hj2(q) +

fi2c12(q) h2 2 (q)

....(4,52)

i = 2, j =
h21(q) = c21(q) +^ic2i^q^ hn^q^ +
62c22(q) h2l(q)

^4*53>

i = 2, j = 2,
h22(q) = C22(q) +^>1c21^q) hi2(q5 +
62C22(q) h22(q)

o.o
(4.54)
(4.54)
9*0
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Since the PY solution for hard spheres
requires

25

C2i anc^ ^12 “ "n2l# on-^y three of

Eqs. 4.51, 4,52 and 4054 have to be considered.
Then Eqs.

(4,49) can be solved to give

hll(q)

L 1 " ^2C22^q$ +

+ ^2C12

2(q)l X t^O"1
«•*

(4- *55)

l1

h22(q) ={C22(9>
-etCu(q0 +
+ eici2 2(<4* &(q3 _1

h12(q)

=

h21(q) = C12(q)

*#e

L i- « 5 6

* •* *

(4 a

[B(q0
/)

where

B(q) = jjL - SjC^fq) - ^C^q) +
^1

2Cll

^

(q)

C22

(q)

"

^1

^

2°12 <q0

o »•

(4,58}

From Eq, (4.46) it is known that.
(k)

e. e

)i/2hlj(q,

(4.59)

and hence C..(q) are related to S.,(q) by
ij
S13_(q)

t e

lCUtq)

1'

^1 ^2C12

~ ^>2C22^J’

(4,60)

S22(q) = jfl -

S1;1(q)/

O

C

' ~ ^2

22(q0

'**

(4'61)

and
S12(q) - <e, e2) 1/2 C12(q) Su(q)/
C1 - ^2C22(q)3
'2 22

•••

C^^(q)# C22(q) anc^ C12^ Can
from Eqs.

(4.32),

(4.33),

°&

(4,62)
ta]<;en

(4.35) and (4.39) to

compute the partial structure factors in the
thermodynamic limit.
Recent studies proved the usefulness of
square well potential and triangular wsl1

potential75'77'113-116

in the theoretical

investigations of rnicroemulslons.

The

same is extended to binary mixture

of

microemuision with the same parameters.
Further these parti.als have been used to
calculate -the reduced scattering for the
microemulsions, at thermodynamic limit and
results are arranged in Chapter V.

